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17. NOTES
1. This document supersedes PR 2500 for the IMP mission. It includes Delta PRO inputs and .is the first atter-r-t
to separate Delta missions with continuing vehicle requirements in order to change over to the Universal
Documentation System (UDS), it also supersedes OR 2509.
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Air Force Eastern Test Range
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A 243-61-01 "Printout of
Antennae Pattern", Magnetic




Guide, Revision 1, Delta
Vehicle, SCG-13, dated
January 1968
1B83975 Delta Inertial Guid-
ance Flight Program Software
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GSFC/MDAC Flight Plan ap-
proval request for next
series of Delta launches
On file with Data Processing
and Release
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OBJECTIVES
IMP PROJECT PROJECT SUMMARY
Description: IMP-I *
' Gross Weight (Ibs) -025
Instrument Wt (Ibs) -182
Investigations (No.) —12
Exp Pwr (Watts) -33
tSL sfsz^ .^ -*» Stabilization (Spin) -±0.5°
^S^ hZ.,^ .^^ .i f^ '^  Design Life (Months) -12
V ^"^ & '^ r^&'V' Launch Vehic> -Delta
••V ~£££££i!~ Orbit ' -Highly
• -^ i^'t'7r?f--':2:i? Eccontric
$T^ I'T^ /^''58'**^^ Contractor -GSFC
. ' . • ' : , • t^jEj&S? " ' ' -^J In-Housc









-Circular at 30 .
to 40 Earth Rcdii
-GSFC In-House
-P. BiJtler
• ' Program Scientist — E. R. Schmcrling — E. R. Schmerling





Tha IMP Program consists of a sarics of spacecraft designed to
by conducting a continuing study of the radiation environment






extend our knowledge of solar-luhar-terresuial relationsMps j
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\\. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS — FT
A. LCNOTH
O. DIA. METER
C. WIDTH — MAX
II. WCIOMTS - POUNDS
A. D1Y (EMPTY — NO FUEL)




F. O63TSUCT MATCH IAL
G. LAUNCH
'• s. ;r.r-NOUT




o. NuMUtft OF CNGINCS
6. SPECIFIC IMPULSE —ISP
F. THRUST .- POUNDS/CMC
G. Tr iHUST DURATION - SEC
It. PRCPELLAKTS AND OASCS
A. pnopCLLANT OR FUEL
S. OXIOIZCR
C. GASES





O. MAK ACCELERATION — C






























































































(1) Weights arc total for six solids.
(3) Including spin table (175) and faring (535).
<4> 50% hydrazine/50% UDMH.









un DRAWING - MISSILE OR VEHICLE
. (DSV-3N-11A)- 1604
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DRAWING - MISSIL2 OR VEHICLE
i (DSV-3N-11A)




Identification Overall Dim (inches)
».TCST CODE
I. MCML.ACCS KAOC (5)
OATCO




4. C A T C . . .. _
10 .June 72





! ?6 Solid Rocketi
! 17 Solid Rocket
i
I ?8 Solid Rocket
SS Solid Rocket
Telemetry Antenna, 1st Stage
Telemetry Antenna, 1st Stage
I Electrical Line Tunnel, 1st Stage
i Electrical Line Tunnel, 1st Stage
i Liquid Oxygen Vent, 1st Stage
31 x 289
31 x 289 :
31 x 289 i
31 x 289 !
31 x 289
31 x 289 i
1.57 x 3.07
1.57 x 3.07
10.15 x 2 x 620
10.15 x 2 x 620
5.125 Dia
SR4 137° 9' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
SR5 257° 9' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
SR6 17° 9' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
SR7 222° 51' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
SR8 342° 51' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
tR^ 102» 51' CW from QUAD IV T.ooking Forward
TM1 121° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
TM1 301° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
T1A 90° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
TIB 270° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
LV 107° 30' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward




DRAWING - MISSILE OR VEHICLE
(DSV-3N-11A)
DELTA IMP
8. ITCM NO. 3.7CST COOE






Fuel Vent,- 1st Stage
Range Safety Antenna, 1st Stage
Range Safety Antenna, 1st Stage
C-3and Antenna, 2nd Stage
Telemetry Antenna, 2nd Stage
Telemetry.Antenna, 2nd Stage




Range Safety Antenna, 2nd Stage
Range Safety Antenna, 2nd Stage
Range Safety Antenna, 2nd Stage
Range Safety Antenna, 2nd Stage
Overall Dim (inches) Code
2.15 Dia ' FV
2.625 x 9.125 RSI
2.625 X 9.125 ' RSI
3.38 x 2.38 : C
1.57 X 3.07 i TM2
1.57 x 3.07 • . TM2
7.0 X 100 I T2A
7.0 x 110 :
2.625 X 9.125 RS2
i
2.625 x 9.125 RS2
2.625 x 9.125 Rg.2
2.625 x 9.125 RS2
Angular Location
324° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
45° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
225° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
145° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
141° 19' CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
321° 19' C'.; from QUAD IV Looking Forward
0° on QUAD IV Looking Forv/ard
T2B 180° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
70° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
160° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
250° CW from QUAD IV Looking Forward
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26. rAUGE S A F E T Y COORDINATION
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1. C'- *: • SI >' i C * f i »,* :<
(PAGC TITl.1)
ORDNANCE ITEMS - DESCRIPTION
Z. RCPUACCS PAGE (S) 1313.3
10 June 1972
, 5. PR3GRAM TITLE 6. ITEM NO. 9. TEST COOi: C. PROGRAM NO.
__-«23C9
7. tic vision HO.
tO. SKCTCHCS. DIAGRAMS, ETC.
NOTE £: S&A Mech has two M36A1 detonators in parallel. Values for minimum all-fire, mjiximum no-fire currents and resistance are based on
the parallel circuit with integral filter. The electrical characteristics of each individual M36A1 detonator are: B/wire resistance (6-12
ohms), maximum no-fire (0.050 amp), and minimum fire (0.200 amp). •
NOTE B: Column 17 part numbers shown in parentheses are MDAC procurement drawing numbers.
NOTE C.': Column 21, "Norm Fire", will be considered as the current recommended by the vendor, above the minimum fire, at which the device
will function reliably within the design specified functioning time. Information quoted is as available from vendor dcta sheets.
NOTE D: A maximum of eight rockets will be used for payload spin stabilization on a specific mission. Items 32, 33, 34. and 35 will be used
separately or in certain even numbered combinations.
NOTE E: Maximum safe no-fire and minimum fire values of i.b ar.ci 3.1 dn.^ i, .e^cc^.eiy, are tne iciuits ot oruce:on lesx 'Joid.
NOTE F: Store T.E-364 motor at 40-100°F in shipping container pressurized to 5.0 ±1.0 psig with dehydrated air or G^- Check pressure at
3-month maximum intervals. If pressure is below 2.0 psig, notify MDAC Propulsion Engineering; otherwise repressurize.
NOTE G: Spin rocket" storage area will have a temperature recorder. Temperature limits are 20°-130°F for 1D08826-1 and 40°-110°F for
all others. If temperature limits are exceeded, notify MDAC Propulsion Engineering.
NOTE H: Hazard classification (Column 23) applies to cartridge only. When handled as an assembly, hazard classification is Class 1.
FORM R C/C.
JULY 70
I. CL*'- '-I/-' ICATIOM
i «»A.-. C T I T L . C )
! IMP S/C ORDNANCE
3. - - 3 G R A M T.TCt DELTA IMP
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1|. R C M A R K S . .
1. K/M - Kickmotor
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ORDNANCE DRAWING - LAUNCH VEHIC
I
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1. HCPCACtS PACE (S) >. P A G E HO.
1321 29 i
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X. P »O G ** A NI T I T L f J
DELTA IMP
0. I T E M NO. 9.TEST CODE 6. PMOGRAM NO
' 2509 7. H t VI Slur*
SPACECRAFT GEOMETRY
The geometric structure of the IMP-H spacecraft, as shown on page 1322, is a 16-sided drum measuring 53.4
inches across the flats and 62 inches in overall height. The spacecraft consists of an aluminum honeycomb
shelf which is supported by eight struts and an 18-inch diameter thrust tube on the underside. The experi-
ments and instrument modules are mounted on the topside of the shelf, and a solid propellant kick motor for
orbit circularization is centcrally located in the upper part of the structure. The instrumentation mid-
section is fully inclosed by metallic covers and side panels to satisfy stringent RF shielding and thermal
requirements, while two bands of solar panels above the midsection and one below it supply electrical power
to experiments and electronic when in orbit. Four active and four passive turnstile-type RF antennas,
equally spaced, extend radially from a spacer between the two upper solar panel bands. Two 10-foot experi-
ment booms and two 5-foot ACS booms are folded alongside the structure during launch and transfer phases,
and then deployed to their extended positions bv ground command after final orbit is achieved.
STABILIZATION
ORIENTATION SENSOR SYSTEM j
The optical aspect system, consisting of sun and earth sensors and associated electronics, provides spin
axis orientation data, spin rate data, and onboard sun orientation pulses.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The attitude control system is a cold gas monopropellant system using Feron 14. It will be actuated by
ground command to align the kick motor for a near circular orbit, orient spacecraft spin axis normal to the
ecliptic plane, and adjust spin rate. ..
SPIN RATES
(1) During third stage burning:
(2) Prior to boom deployment:
(3) During normal .operations:
40 to 50 rpm
20 rpm
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I II. NUMBER Of SPACECRAFT
ONE
i IX. DN!Er SYKTCM DESCRIPTION or SPACECRAFT .TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(1) Spacecraft to earth, 136.890 MHz, 8 watts, phase modulated.
This transmitter will be used for R&RR data and special purpose split-phase PCM data (SCO and C200 bps, convolutional coding) from the
Data System Engineering Test. This transmitter will be used for main telemetry data during launch and may be used during the first perigee
shadow or if the \2-watt transmitter fails. If the DST is not available at launch, the Delta instrumentation package will provide analog data
via two IRIG subcarriers (Channels 8 and 10). The analog telemetry data would be FM/FM/PM modulated ± 1 radian.
(2) The primary spacecraft to earth link will be 137.920 MHz, 12 watts, phase modulated.
This transmitter will be used for 800 or 3200 bps, split-phase PCM, convolutional coding, 1/2 rate code (i.e., only 1/2 bit rate is information;
other half is parity). In the event the convolutional encoder fails, a complementary code will be used consisting of 4 bits data followed
sequentially by 4 bits of the same data inverted. This transmitter will be off at launch and will be turned on by ground command within
one hour after separation.
(3) Earth to spacecraft, 148.080 MHz. Standard GSFC sequential tone. Spacecraft Receiver No. 2.
(4) Earth to spacecraft, 148.980 MHz. Standard GSFC PCM/FSK. Spacecraft Receiver No. 1.
(5) Earth to spacecraft, 148.980 MHz. Standard GSFC R&RR. Spacecraft Receiver No. 1.
FORM R G/C
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SOLAR PANEL (48)y v ^— DUMP CIRCUITSACS BOOM 12)
IMP-H.aod J Spr.c?craft — The IMP spacecraft structure has improvements and modifications which are based on advances in the state-of-the-art End new
spacecraft reqaircrnsnts. Geometrically the structure is a 16-sided drum measuring 53.4 inches across and 62 inches high. The structure consists of an
aluminum honeycomb shelf supported by eight struts and an 18-inch diameter thrust tube on tha underside. Experiment modules ore mounted on thd
topside of the shelf. To sotisfy the stringent RF and thermal requirements, the ?Scperiment section is fully enclosed by metallic cover' r.d side p^.iils.
Three solar array rings are used to supply power to tiie experiments and electronics when in orbit. Appended to the exterior of the structure are two
expsrimsnt booms and two attitude control system booms. These booms fold alongside the spacecraft and deploy at a preselected time and sequc-r.cc.
The IV.P-J spacecraft includes four 150-foot experiment antennas which are deployed after orbit has been achieved. A "kick" motor is employed to
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IMP-H General Layout (Top View)
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PCM PRIME TELEMETRY DATA FORMAT
Explanation of IMP-H Telemetry Nomenclature
Code = PCM, split phase
Primary Mode = convolutional encoding (4 bits data, 4 bits coded data)
Backup Mode = 4 bits data followed sequentially by 4 bits of the same data inverted
Word Length = 8 bits (4 bits data, 4 bits parity)
Channel = 16 bits (2 words)







16 channels - 32 words - 256 bits
16 minor frames
256 minor frames = 1 page
1 snap shot
1 page = 81.92 sec at 800 bps





= 800 bps or 3200 bps
There are 48 Analog Performance Parameters which are distributed throughout each "Page" (i.e., 16 sequences)
There are 56 Digital Performance Parameters which are distributed in sequences.
'. FORM R G/C
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GCNtf iAL IK FORMATION




' [3]T£RI.!INAL TRAJECTORY DATA
! QjTELEMETHY
5. TEST PrtOGKAU NO.
2509
6 TEST PROGRAM AGENCY
f.' REPLACES PAGEfJ
DATED







3. TYPE: ;£]TRAK5PONDER QSEACON
e. MODEL: SST-171C
F. MANUFACTURER: Motorola
Ci. I.. TERIiOGATION PULSE CODE
CAPABILITIES:
| [~~~)SIHGLE PULSE QCGUBLE PULSES






FIKST «NO SECOND PULSES
A. FREQUENCY RANGE: 5400-5900 MC
B.QTJ TUNABLE (^J FIXED TUNED
C. BANDWIDTH AT JOB: 6 MHz @ 6 db MC
D. BANDWIDTH AT 60DB: MC
I E. EMISSION: QAM. Q FM, Q3 PULSE.
' [~1 COMPOSITE NONSTANDARD
j F. FREQUENCY STABILITY: 1 .05 KC/C'
j G. FREQUENCY STABILITY: % C.F.
STAGE] H. AVERAGE POWER: 28 J1IW @ 142 ppS WATTS




PPS| J. MAXIMUM PRF:
! K. PULSE WIDTHS: 0.5
I AT 3D8 POINTS
L. FIXED DELAY SETTINGS: 2.0 US. US
M. MAXIMUM DELAY VARIATION WITH SIGNAL






j O. DOES THIS LEACON HAVE A RECOVERY TIME















H. COKMANC CONTROL CODE
CAPABILITIES: fjone
NUM3EH CF COMMAND CHANNELS
A V A I L A B L E :
T Y P E Of PU'_'.6 «QOUL*tlO«
; -O>.EW f<-w T 29+3 VOL is. 32 WATTS
P.MINIMUM FREQUENCY I. 'ARATION REQUIRED
BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER: !
50 MC j
0. NOMINAL WARMUP TIME: 5 MINUTES |'
R. A SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT ON THIS j'
TRANSMITTER: None available j
[~"| HAS BEEN PROVIDED _<llt,iai j
I I WILL BE AVAILABLE (DaltJ I
NOTE: Transmitting systems which require extensive
periods of RK checkout liinf will lie required




IX] TUNABLE |~~| FIXED TUNED
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 60 MHz
LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY {^] ABOVE.
[£] BELOW INTERROGATION FREQUENCY
METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL:
Transistor Oscillator
FREQUENCY STABILITY: 1 2
FREQUENCY STABILITY: *C. F.
MAXIMUM: -74 DBM AT 5690
MINIMUM: -70 DBM AT 5690
NOMINAL: -72 DBM AT 5690
SELECTIVITY: (Ovtrallt




. AGC TIME CONST: US
. RECOVERY TIME TO 3DB POINT- US
. NOMINAL WARM-UP TIME: 5 MINUTES
. A SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT ON THIS
RECEIVER:
I'Q HAS BEEN PROVIDED _ _ fOol.
BE AVAILABLE
12. Al.Tl'M. * i,m»4*C'.'EU.IiT.Ci
MC I A. LOCATIC/n: S T A . 756 .1.00* . 150
j STA.-70.375** . 150
! STA.
i STA.
WITH REFEIitNCC TO TKUt HOriTM A F T E R THE
: VEHICLE IS EKtCTEC OH THE LAUNCH PAD.
. B. TYPE: Slot - Dlpolc
MC 'c. MODEL: 1E12353-J.
' D. MANUFACTURER: licluliriell Douglas
MC ! E. FREOUEHCY RAHCC: 54CO-5900
MC
 ! F- IZD TUNABLE j)Cj HXEO TUKED
MC ' G. PREDOMINANT POLARISATION: fCh.cJc only or.«)
j Q] VERTICAL
MC
 I fU HORIZONTAL
I [XJ CIRCULAR: iutJSE: [X] LH [ | RHMC
MC i Q OTHER
H. MAXIMUM GAIN IN DD WITH RESPECT TOl
. ISOTROPIC:
'l. MAXIMUM NULL IN DO VJlTH RESPECT TO
i
ISOTROPIC:
(Within 60' k,i Ami.!. KV i.i ro./jr, o/ I
+6
-15 oa
J. MAIN LOSE BEAHWlDTrl IN DEGREES AT 3DB POINTS:
(D.lot ELEVATION: 70 -. AliHUTH 130
.K. INDICATE AVAILABILITY DATE OF ANTENNA PATTt KN
: MEASUREMENTS PER AFSCM 80-4 SC6 Note
L. A SPECTRUM RESPONSt REPORT On THIS ANTENNA:
[3] IS AVAILAULt (// A.vjiut/o, piuvii/« 6 K« copiaH
Qt) IS NOT AVAILABLE
j M. OB LOSS FROM THAM£i.-.l T T £ R TO ANTENNA INPUT:
Note: Magnetic tape transmitted by







( C A C C TITUJ.)
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7 . i«; vi s ION
:o. tl.
CjCf«£»AL INFORMATION TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
A. ft- .-'RliCUCNCY
2244.5 MHZ
a. BANDWIDTH AT soo
Unk MHZ
C. E* r -OAIDTH AT 60OD
Un'K ' MHZ









LINK FREQUENCY 2244.5 MHZ
TYPK OF MODULATION PDM/FM/FM
BANDWIDTH AT 3D8 MHZ
, BANDWIDTH AT 60DB MHZ
IS THE ASSIGNED FREQUENCY MEASUR—
AOL6 IN THE MODULATED LINK RF
SPECTRUM
( X) Y£S ( ) NO
IF I. AUOVE 13 NO. LIST A MEASURABLE
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY —- MHZ
, INDICATE THE FIXED DIFFERENCE FROM
^ASSIGNED FREQUENCY 0 KHZ
.MINIMUM DEVIATION ' 172 KHZ J.
. MAXIMUM DEVIATION 218 KHZ
. FREQUENCY STABILITY +_67.3 KHZ
, HF LOSSES BETWEEN XMITTER TERM
AND ANTENNA SYSTEM TERM
( JDO, MEAS. AT ( )MHZ
, PCM FILTERING BEFORE XMISSION
YES( ) NO( )
, SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER
( ) HAS OCCN PROVIDED T±C~-
(is not available). IF NOT.
WILL. BC AVAILABLE ON (
LOCATION OF ANTENNA OR ARRAY ELEMENTS
STATION ( 1170 ). PHI ( 174 ) DEC
STATION ( 1170 >. PHI ( 354 ) DEC
STATION ( ), PHI ( ) DEO




FUEQ. RANGE ( 2200 ) TO ( 2300 )MHZ
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION TYPE
CIRC ( ). ELLIP ( ), LINEAR ( X )
PREDOMINANT SENSE Bt DIRECTION ( T)
O. PATTERN
P. MAIN LOlIt UCAM WIDTH IN DEGREES
AT -JOE! POINTS
CLCVATIOK ( ) A 7. IVIUTH ( )
Q. EFFECT IVU RADIATED POWER ( 2.2 JV.'A
(USING 0 Oni TRANSMITTING ANTENNA CAIN}
R. SPECTRUM RESPONSE REPORT
( ) AVAILAdt-C
( ) NOT AVAILABLE
(IF AVAILABLE PROVIDE FIVE COPIES)




MAXIMUM POWER CAIN 1 OOI
MINIMUM POWER GAIN OOI
LOCATION, IN VEHICLE BODY COORDINATES.
OF PIERCING POINT Py (
)
(SEE PAGES )
INITIAL ORIENTATION OF Py
DOWN ( ), UP ( ). N. E. 8, OR W < ).
OTHER ( )
INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'_
M. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF
DATS
N. FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN DATA
( X) MAG TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( ) PUNCHED TAPE PLUS MATRIX f«L">T
( ) OTHER
SUBMITTED TO { DRR
WILL OE AVAILAOLE (
ANTCNNA S Y S T E M OH A« ACT 11< i S f ; CS
MGA3UKEO
r < ). g»
13. REMARKS
Antenna patterns have been
submitted to DRR.
I. Ct-ASSIr ICATION
TELEMETRY SYSTEM (Second Stage)







6. TEST PKOuRAM AGEtlCY 7. "CJT PliCCnAVi COMTH/.CTOR J. ;;iv:;:oii HO.
GENERAL INFORMATION 0. THAMEMiTTtR CHARACTERISTICS
A. T E S T COOc:
0. H U K B E R O F CHANNELS:
j CONTINUOUS: 12
I CC-HUTATED: (1) PDM (1) PCM
|C. N'JUOER OF SEGMENTS/CHANNEL:
(CHANNEL SEGMENTS
E 45
0. STATE NON-1 RIC PARTICULARS:
None
o.






BANDWIDTH AT 330: .550 MC Total
, BANDWIDTH AT CODS: 1.030 MC Total
, IS THE ASSIGNED FREQUENCY MEASURABLE IN
THE MODULATED LINKRF SPECTRUM?
[QYES I 1 NO
IF I ABOVE IS NO. LIST A MEASURABLE
CHARACTERISTIC FKEOU'ENCY: MC
, INDICATE THE FIXED DIFFERENCE FIIOM
ASSIGNED FREOUE'ICY: 0 KC
. MINIMUM DEVIATION: +220 KC
. MAXIMUM DEVIATION: +278 KC
. FREQUENCY STABILITY: * 67.3 KC
. FREQUENCY STABILITY: XC.F. .003
. AVERAGE POWER: 5 W A T T S
. COOING AND/OR MODULATIONPCM/PDM/FM/FM(PDM





WILL BE A V A I L A B L E
DATE
NOTE: Transmitting eystems which rct^iirc
extena*vc u«..i»J.*: of *":;•' ;;;--»"-v: ifr.e
will be required to be equipped with a
closed loop or non—radiating checkout
device.







WITH REFERENCE TO TRUE NORTH AFTER THE
VEHICLE IS tnCCTEDCN THE LAUNCH PAD.
O . T Y P L : Cavity-Backed Slot
C.HODKL: 1BS4547
o.MANUFACTURER: MoDor.nell Douglas
E. FRECUEHCY RAN5E: 2200-2300 MC
F. Q TUNABLE Q! FIXED TUNE9
G. PREOOy.ll(»HT POLARIZATION: (Otfdi onlrenat
["j VERTICAL
[H HORIZONTAL .
QCIRCULAR: SENSE: QLH [~1 BM
JQOTHER Linear
H. MAXIMUM GAIN IN OB WITH RESPECT TO
ISOTROPIC: 1 CO
I. MAIN LOOE BEAM WIDTH IN DEGREES AT 1C!
POINTS: ELEVATION N/A AZIMUTH K/A
'i, EFFECTIVE RADIATED PO«ER: 3.2 WA>T»
fC/vfnj O DD tranrnntltinf •nttnn* f^rt}
K.INDICATE THE AVAILACILITY CATC Or THE
ANTCbHA PATTERN MEASUREMENTS. PER
AFSCM oo-«. Subaittcd: Sec Tape Ko. 04111
L.FORU Of ANTENNA PATTERN SUBMITTED
(3 MAG TAPE £] TABULATED [~| PAPER TAPE
M. SPECTRUM RESPONSE REPORT OH THIS ANTENNA:
| | IS AVAILABLE
[.t] IS NOT AVAILABLE
on poj. liJ.lt
FORM R 122 CLASSIPICATIOH,
TEL.EUET.~Y SYSTEM (Sic;..1 $t.l;-.<
1--.21.2 39
,4 T E S 7 PPO&<>.\W TITLC
DELTA I
s TLST f>f;o:;r<AM NO.
2509
TEST PROGRAM AGENCY
O A T E O
7. TCCT PROGRAM COMTHACTOR
10 June 1V7?.
t. PCVTSION HO.
< t v ; T > ; 5 ' CM t PCM H-ATA C A T A TO ~
nr F^ceuexcY-. 2241.5
6. B A X O W I D T H »T JOB POINTS: .55 total
C. 0 A N C W I O T H AT 6CDB POINTS: 1.08 total






A. IDENTIFY SERIAL BIT ".ATE: 13.89 +'.Q'
B. INDICATE SERIAL WAVE TRAIN: ~
23 2 LEVEL ( 1 MORE THAN 2 LEVEL
\F MORE THAN i LEVEL: SHOW N'JMBCfl O^ LEVELS. WHAT EACH
LEVEL RCPHESCNTS AND AMPLITUDE OF EACH LEVEL IN PER-
CCNTACE OF TOTAL AMPLITUDE SPREAD.
C. IS MODULATION DIRECTLY ON:
Q RF CARRIER [X] SUB CARRIER
D. SERIAL BINARY "ONE" CAUSES THE RF CARRIER OR SUB CARRIER
TO: [~Xj INCREASE IN FREQUENCY [ | DECREASE IN FRCQUENCV
E. SERIAL WAVE THA.IN: ,r~) RETURNS TO ZERO
[Tj NON-RETURN TO ZERO Q SPLIT PHASE (~l OTHER
DUSCRIOE:
Inertia! Guidance System Paranietcrs:
Synchronizaticn is based on bit pattern of
last tvo words in every third frs.-£ of the
Raster fr.-;.-iC (I.'ord Slots- GS, 69, 137, 133,
206, 207, 275, and 276). First word in
each yroup of tvo contains fixed octal
pattern of 0534*1116. Secor.d vord contains
four fixed octal digits (6743) together wit;
the following subframe identification codes:
12
WORDS PER MAJOR FRAME: 276
MINOR FRAMES PER MAJOR FRAME!
WORDS PER MINOH FRAME: 23
BITS PER WORD: 24
SYLLABLES PER KOHO: N/A
BITS PER SYLLABLE: N/A
CHANNEL ASSICKMENT:
{!,•„ ch^/ut«f 347 'I«fo3ie(*r«rf on int/or
V, lyUtbl* I, tic.)












u<orrf Xf minor wortf




, GIVE SYNC PATTER^ OF ANY OTHER WORD WHICH DIFFER FROM
VHF. PATTERN IN (C<:
. 'ORMAT: f^j SHORT CYCLES Q PF.FIMATURC RECYCLES
. BINARY "ONES" AND ••ZEROS" CONSTANT WIDTH-
QS YtS Cj NO
Q) BINARY COUNT FOR ioox DATA LEVEL. Variable
Ql BINARY COUNT FOR 0* DATA LEVEL. Scaling
. :iONIFlC/NT BIT COUNT OCCURS:
?j F'**T IN BIT STREAM r 1 LAST IN BIT STREAM
FORM R 122
JULY 70 CLASSIFICATION
VEHICLE IF.I.EMETRY SYSTEMS - CHARACTERISTICS
12. HGPLACITS PAGi:
a. I T E M NO.
DELTA - IMP
". KNU'-AL 1NFOR "A ATI
••• - '••••Ic'i'jf.NCY
256 .2











.«.. LOCATION 3rd stage
u. TYPE Solid state
C. MODEL T-205-1
O. MANUFACTURER MiCTOCOm
E. LINK FKEOUKNCY 256.2
>'. TYPC OF MODULATION FM/FM
0. i*AMOWIUTH AT 3DU 0.3
H. HANtlWIOTH Af 60UO 1.2
1. IS THE ASSIGNED FREQUENCY MEASUR-
ABLE IN THE MODULATED LINK HF
GPKCTHUM
! ( X) YK3 ( ) NO
' J. Ir I. AIJOVE IS NO, LIST A M E ASUH A'JLE
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY MHZ
K. INDICATE THE FIXED DIFFERENCE FROM
.ASSIGNED FREQUENCY 12.81 KHZ
L. MINIMUM DEVIATION ' +100 KHZ
M. MAXIMUM DEVIATION +125 KHZ
N. FREQUENCY STABILITY 0.005% KjXK
O, rtK LOSSES UETWEEN XMITTER TERM
AMD ANTENNA SYSTEM TERM
( )OB, MEAS. AT ( )MHZ
P. PCM FILTERING BEFORE XMISSION
YES( ) NO< )
Q. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMOER
( ) HAS IIEEN PROVIDED TO
' . ( • ). IF NOT.
WILL OE AVAILABLE ON ( )
OATS
!j. TEST CODE 6. PMOGMAM NO.
1421.3 40
IZA.
ANTENNA SYVTEM Cll AR AC T ER 1ST I CS
I7.G.
A. LOCATION OF ANTENNA OR AKNAY ELEMENTS
STATION ( ). PHI ( ) DEC
STATION ( ), PHI ( ) DEC!
STATION ( ), PHI ( ) OEG
STATION ( ), PHI ( ) DEC
u. T Y P E Turnsti le, 4 element
C. MODEL 19.012
O. MANUFACTURER NMSU
E. FREQ. RANGE ( 256.2 ) Mf
F. PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION TYPE
CIRC (X ), ELLIP { ), LINEAR ( )
0. PHtUOMINANT SENSE & DIRECTION ( V ',
LH( ), RH ( X ),
*>( ), 45®( )» <&( ). 13* ( )
H. MAXIMUM POWER GAIN 3 db OBI
1. MINIMUM POWER GAIN OOI
J. LOCATION, IN VEHICLE BODY COORDINATES.
OF PIERCING PO:NT P'V (
(SEE PAOES )
K. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF Py
DOWN ( ), UP ( }. N. E, S, OR W ( ).
OTHER ( )
\-. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'R
M. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF Pp
N. FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN DATA
( ) MAG TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( ) PUNCHED TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( ) OTHER
SUOMITTEO TO { )
WILL OE AVAILAOLE ( )
O. PAITfiHN PARAMETERS. M£ Abu.«''o
ANTENNA S Y S T E M C'l AK AC1 •'.M I S t ICS
. _ _ _ .i GDi.li ris
P. VAIN LGl-.C BEAM WIDTH IN DECREES
AT —3OII POINTS
ELEVATION t ) AZIMUTH ( )
O. CFKCCTIVC HAOIATtO POWER ( }W A I
(USING 0 OO\ TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN)
H. SPECTRUM RESPONSE REPORT
( ) AVAILABLE
( ) NOT AVAILABLE
(IF AVAII.ADI-E PROVIDE FIVE COPIES)
S. ANTENNA CONTUOLLAUILITY
13. ' REMARKS
1. Preliminary - to be revised,
2. One conunutated channel will
be included.
3. Antenna patterns have been
submitted to DRR.
I. CLASSIFICATION
VEHICLE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS - CHARACTERISTICS
In. i i eM NO.
DKLTA IMP
rn AT 300
. ;. i- - ,- r i-jr
136.890
. ••*•.«/, ta
15 K H z .
. - . ' N O A I Q T H AT c
30 KHz
. • •-: v i » T i • N
1 . 1 radians
PM
11. TKANSMI r ,-i:ri en AH ACT EH ISTICS
MHZ
A. L OCA i I',; :> Oil Spacecraft
o. i /re Data f ixed freq.
C. MOOCU
0. MANUh'ACTUnCrt GSFC
F-. LINK FKCOUENCY 136.890
h'. TYHC OK MOOUI-ATION PM
*. IJANO.VIUTH AT JOn 15 KHZ
II. IIANDV/IOTH AT 60DI) 30 KI!'£
1. IS THC ASSIGNED FREQUENCY MEASUR —
Alll.K IN THE MOOULATED LINK f« F
5PECTHUM
( X) YT.S ' ( ) NO
I. IF I. ADOVi: IS NO, LIST A MEASURABLE
CMARAC TKHIi TIC FHfOUCNi^Y MHZ
K. INDICATE THE FIXED DIFFERENCE FROM
ASSIGNKO FRECUENCY KHZ
I.. MINIMUM DEVIATION 0.3 I'SdlaHS
.•A- MAXIMUM DEVIATION 1.1 radians
Ni KRF.QUCHCY STABILITY +3 KHZ
O. Hi-' LOSSES UETWECN XMITTER TERM
AND ANTENNA SYSTEM TERM
( 80 )DO, ME AS. AT (136.O)MHZ
P. PCM FILTERING OEPORE XMISSION
YES( X ) N0( )
Q. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS HEPOHT NUMOER
( ) MAS UEGN PROVIDED TO
< ). IP NOT.
WILL OC AVAILABLE ON ( )
DATE
'». 'i I;:>T cooc
I. HEPLACI.S PAOt (S)




;. M t v 11> I'
ANfllNNA UVSTf.M CM AH ACTEH ISTI C3
1211.
I i:C'< I ION UK ANTUNNA OH AHMAY ELEMENTS
Sj lATION ( ), PHI ( ) OCO
STATION ( ), PMI ( ) OEG
STATION ( ), PHI { ) OCG
STATION ( ). PHI ( ) DEC
TYPE Turnstile
MANUFACTURER GSFC
I--KEQ. R A N G E ( 130 ) TO < 150
PREDOMINANT 'POLARIZATION TYPE
CIRC ( X ), ELLIP < ), LINEAR ( )
PREDOMINANT SENSE * DIRECTION ( T>
LM( ), RH( X ).
H. MAXIMUM POWER GAIN +2 OOI
I. MINIMUM POWER CAIN — 7 OBI
J. LOCATION, IN VEHICLE OODY COORDINATES.
OF PIERCING POINT P'V < Stick 7
-6-- 90° ;', )
(SEE PAGES ) ' • • ' '
K. INITIAL ORIENTATION OP p'y
DOWN ( ), UP { ), N, 6. 8, OR W ( ).
OTHER < )
L. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF P'R
M. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF Pp
N. FORM OF ANTENNA PATTERN DATA
( ) MAG TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( ) PUNCHED TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( X ) OTHER
SUBMITTED TO ( VtS
WILL OE AVAILABLE (
)MHZ
AN'lliNHA S Y S 1 C M CHAM AC I LUIS f IC3
_J
O. PATTf.HN I'AHA'-IU T fcRS MKASU'ICO
g> ( >. 9«° ( ' ). y tM° ( )
P. MAIN LOlIC L1CAM WIDTH IN OTl
AT —3OU POINTS
ELEVATION ( } AZIMUTH ( )
O. tn'IZCTIVE IIADIATCO POWEH ( 8 )w* •
(USING 0 Oal THAf -SMrTT If.G ANTENNA CAir.j
R. SHECTHUM HCrSPONSC HCPOHT
.
( X J AVAILABLE
( ) NOT AVAILABLE





I. CUASsir ICAT ION
1. <:t.AS!» If- IO A I ION _„_
VEHICLE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS - CHARACTERISTICS
DELTA IMP
137.920
;, J. SD'AICTH AT JOU
15 KHZ
30 KHz
r. £ V I A T I ON
1 .1 Radians
TY = E •••OOUl-ATION
PM
TWANS V.IT ,'CR CM All AC'lTIt I S T ICS
f,
i.ocA-i ION On spacecraft
TYPE Fixed freq. data
.VODEL
VAi4UFACT'jnC» GSI'C
LINK FHTejuKNCY 137 .920 MHZ
TYI'E OF MODULATION PM
UANftWIUTH AT )OU 15
liANOWIOni AT 60OI1 30
is rue ASSIGNED f.-ncaucNcv MKASUB-
AOl.l! IN THE MODULATED LINK ftf
SPECTIIUM
( X ) YF.S ( ) NO
IF I. AUOVC IS NO, LIST A MEASURABLE
CHAnACTEHISriC rRGOUENIJV MHZ
INDICATE: THE FIXED oiFt-'ERUNce FROM
ASSIGNED rtlCCUCKCY ' KMZ
MINIMUM DEVIATION 1.1
MAXIMUM DEVIATION 1.1
FnCQueNCY STAOILITY +^3 KHZ
HF LOSSES OETWCEN XMITTER TERM
AND ANTENNA SYSTCM TERM
( 80 )0a, MEAS. AT (137 }MHZ
PCM FILTERING BEFORE EMISSION
YES( X ) N0( )
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER
( ) HAS QCEN PROVIDED TO
( ). ir NOT;
WILL t)G AVAIL.ADLG OH ( )
DATE
». rt;b r coot
2. Mcnu«.cts PACF. (s)
6. PI-fOCNAM NO.
2509
ANTCI'NA HYSItM CM All AC T En I S T I CS
A. I.'>CATIC)N Of At l lCNNA OH AHRAY tl.Cf.^UNTb
STATION ( ). I'lll ( ) OEG
STATION ( ). Pill ( ) DCG
STATION ( ). PHI ( ) OEG
STATION ( ), PHI ( } OEG
n. i v i - K Turnsti lo
C. MOOKL
0. 'f- ANUFACTUIIGR GSFC
E. FlIEO. MANGE ( 130 ) TO ( 150 )MHZ
F. PREDOMINANT POLAK IZATION TYPE
CIHC ( X). ELLIP ( ). LINEAR ( )
G. I'HEOOMINANT SENME .-V OIHCCTION { T )
l.H( \. HH( X ),
e( ), 4ict ). v( ). IS5°( )
H. MAXIMUM POWEH GAIN +2
 DOI
1. MINIMUM POWER GAIN — 7 DOI
J. LOCATION, IN VCHICLC BODY COORDINATES.
OF PIERCING POINT Py { St3Ck 7
-e- = 90° >
(SEE PAGES )
K. INITIAL ORIENTATION OF Py
DOWN ( }. UP ( ). N. E, S, OR W ( ).
OTHER { )
L. INITIAL, ORIENTATION OP P*R
< )
M. INITIAL OMIEN'T'ATION OF pj,
( )
N. FOHM OF ANTENNA PATTGHN DATA
( ) MAS TAPE PLUS MATRIX PLOT
( ) PUNCHED TAPE PLUS MATRIX CLOT
< X )OTHER
SUBMITTED TO ( }
WILL OF. AVAILABLE ( )




ANTCfNA S Y b l E M CilAM AC t I.I«IV»
o. p A r r u i m
P. MAIN LO.li: ; j£AM WIPTII 1 1< DCC.HCCS
AT — JOU «'OINYS
C U P V A T I O K ( ) AZIMUTH ( )
o. irrrccT ivi-: KAOIATEO fonf.fi I 12 )i-<x\
(USING D 001 THASSMITTIMO AMEr.NA CAIN)
SPtcrnu'.-. ncsfONsc '«CPORT
I X ) AVAIL/VULC
( ) NOT AVAILAOLC





t. Ct. AS Mr t« A t
fPACt TITvl)
i TELEMETRY SYSTEM (FIRST STAGE)
i. Mtf LACES S>AOE (S) i. PA'.!'. HO.
1-122 43
«.•**•• ' I i) Jur»c 1 L1 7 2i




1 ' '. • ..
•' . : . V. . ' ..
' " • : . ' ' : • • i
i . ' ' ' . ; : • . ' • • • • . ' - '
j ' • • . . - . : ' •
ORIENTATION 0 = 0 ° (IV)
/~ VECTOR/ ANTENNA
























•• • - u ' • '• • •- » iT i r '






. TELEMETRY SYSTEM (SECOND ST.'.GE)
. .
C. ITEM HO. K.TEST COOK
t. fltTI-ACCS "AGE <£}
OATIL.
6. PMUGHAM NC>. ^..^.^
v „.,, ,0.
 i






STN 607.1 (FOR A)














(III) 0 - 270°
0 = 0° (IV)
0-90° ( I )
ANTENNA
A













riiK IC:A i ION
3 f1 1« ji, «« A -i r i
b.












2. W »>• i .-sCI.S l k A G L IS)
6. t* KOI". M AM f*
2509
1 -130
4 - O A f l
10 Jr.ne 72
7 . i • K V I *i I; t r* . • )<>.
FOR:.: r<
JULY 70
It is requested that the command transmitter be set up to deviate +62.5 kHz ±5''t- per tone without
compression. The combined deviation for two simultaneously transmitted tones is to be no greater
than 125 kHz and no less than 113 kHz
Sending of ARM Function during first stage powered flight:
Separation of the first and second stages, and ignition of the second stage engine, occur by
sequence 1 of the second stage programmer. The second stage programmer is started when the first
first stage staging relay (K74) is energinized from the MECO bus.
If ARM is sent, the first stage VECO and MECO relays, and the MECO bus, are energized, but the
circuit from the MECO bus to the staging relay is interrupted. The main and vernier engines shut
down, but the second stage programmer is not started, and therefore separation does not occur.
However, Lhe ARM relay does not have a lock-in feature. Removing the ARM command re-establisho:;
the connection from the staging relay to the MECO bus. Shutdown of the main engine has closed tlit
FIP switches connecting the MECO bus to the MECO enable bus. Energizing the MECO enable bus is a
first stage timer function, and the timer continues to run. Thus, removing ARM will result in
blast band jettison and second stage programmer start, either immediately or when the MECO enable
function time is reached.
In the second stage the ARM command actuates two relays. One relay provides a backup ARM signal
for first stage shutdown. Both relays establish connections from the engine start bus to the
SECO bus. If there is no power on the engine start bus, establishing these connections causes no
change of state on the SECO bus. As there is no power on the engine start bus until second stage
programmer Sequence 1 has occurred, and the ARM relays do not lock in, sending arid rt:nioving ARM
before Sequence 1 will not preclude subsequent second stage ignition.
See the Flight Termination Report for further details.
I. CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION
' ' """ —••'-" " *•• " •!••.. i~»1l"n-.«.
rrktt'iAtih frsnvn.'ii V tit
.,t.tl«ni .r.l.il....^ .;...! ... »..fc-f-«-i«.^..»
:«TP-MrY SYSVPSl














5. TEST PROGRAM HO.
2509
CHARACTERISTICS





c. MODEL: MCR-312B |
C. MANUFACTURER: Motorola 1





'. TEST PIICGRAU CONTRACTOR
ANTENNA CrtAF.ACTERISTICS
LOCATION: STA. 7^9.7 . 45°
STA. 749.7 .
 135o
STA. 749.7 . 225°
STA
 749.7 • 315°

















i", 2nd Control De s<:-; •.:••:. r
system on the second stauu vehicle ;v\.
siets of two i.i-t!
ered by indeper.J
receiver is fed
<:: LI ende.it systems DC.-,;-
erit batteries. Each
iroiii two antennas I.>-
. E.-NOWIOTH OF PROPORTIONAL
CHANNELS K.\ KC INCLUSIVE
. REAL-TIME MO KM TO HIM c OF TRANSMITTED
CC^'.AAHD FUNCTIONS REQUIRED:
. A FLIGHT-CONTROL CONSOLE | | WILL
K"! WILL NOT BE USED.
iJ. CH DURATION. OF FLIGHT
Tt..-OJCIIOUT WHICH KADIO COMMAND
is r i tao i t jED: End of 2nd Stage
boost. To d i sab le Che vehlcl
d i d C r u e t system.
. I H - F L i C l i r T E L E M E T E S t D DATA:
cwMj j i c i . *;o. KA
f<-f LINK tiO.
M I L L BE Ui tC TO TOVN':MIT COMUt.HD
COKT^CL ilCNAL INTENSITY FROM
UlSSlLEBonNC RECEIVER.
GOES COUKAND RECEIVER HAVE A RCMOTE
TUHN-OFf
f. FREQUENCY RANGE: 406-450 MC
G. | | TUNALLE [^] 'IXEO TUNED
M. INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY:
1ST 74.64 MC. 2ND 10.7 MC
I. LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY £] ACOVt.
£f] BELOtt COr.il.tAND TRANSMITTER FKECll-'ENCY. \f-
J. METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL: ]"•
IST osc: Crystal . Z N O O S C : Crystal
K. FREQUENCY STABILITYt J 0.042 |»c
L. FREQUENCY STABILITY: X C. F. I
M. SENSITIVITY: j
MAXIMUM: DEM AT MC ]H'
UIHIMUM: C&U AT MC
NOMINAL: NOtC 4 DCM AT 416 MC





O. BAKD'AlDTH fftor » II yen optimum mlfrul) AT I
6DB COV/N KC
40GB DOWN KC
60 OB DOWN 1500 max
 Kc
P. D E V I A T I O N REQUIRED: l 62.5 KC
O. C A P T U R E RATIO: 0-8
R. SPURIOUS RESPONSE REJECTION: 7Q OB
S. MINIMUM AT MC
T. ATTACH A PLOT OF SIGNAL PLUS NOISE TO NOISE
RATIO IN DB VERSUS INF'UT SIGNAL IN UV OVER A
RANGE. OF 1-100 UV.
U. A SPECTRUM ANALYSIS RPT ON THIS RECEIVER:
; jUt CM GIVEN |~|BE AVAIL <,tlLE.f/),;l,J ;'.;





[£] TUNABLE Q FIXED TUNED
PREDOMINANT POLARIZATION f Chock only ant)
(~~] VERTICAL
Q HORIZONTAL
(^CIRCULAR: SENSE: QLM Q RH
[XJoTHER Linear
MAXIMUM GAIN IN OB WITH RESPECT TO
ISOTROPlC: 0
. Mf XIUUM NULL.IN DO WITH HESP
-13 ub or better over .ISOTROPIC: or coverage
cated on dlaii iocrica lly opposite si:!i:;
of the vehicle.
Note 2: Receiver No. 1 feeds the &:•.-
MC
 s truct co:iii:a:id (23 vdc) thru an RF
j f i l t e r to a tUrcoi.d stcge 3 d- A device .
jThe arm co-.iuVi.iad i<;-.f... Receiver No. 1
jgives a SECO c;i;'.:sil.
jNote 3: Receiver No. 2 feeds tte Je-
jstruct command (2S vJc) thru an RF
jfilter to a second sca^e 3 £j A devic-.o
08
 and also to a f i r s t stage S & A device
arm coiTbiuiiv:-' from Receiver Ko. 2
. LOSSIN TRANSMISSION LINES:
.6 DO AT 416
.. ANTENNA DIPLEXEH:
.4 DB LOSS AT 416
.. REQUIRED SIGNAL STRENGTH - CALCULATED
UV/HETER. ASSUMING
LEFT-HAND-SENSED. CIRCULARLY POLARIZED Battery.
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA. j
I. ATTACH ANTENNA PATTERN MEASUREMENTS ANDJfote 4'
A SCHEMATIC OF ANTENNA SYSTEM AS PER
AFSCM eo-«. See Note 4
4. A SPECTRUM RESPONSE REPORT ON THIS
ANTENNA:
[~] IS AVAILABLE §£"] IS NOT AVAILABLf
(/< *l-«il«/./n irnirri/o It »» U'plr'1
T<> Cof sphereoa
 gives a SECO s ignal aad also give
isigual to the i::i.i-st stage that cwnjr.jinci;
M C lbf f iCO, VECO, and d isables f i r s t and
second stage sep-M-ation. Receiver H.i.
MC
' 1 is powered by tic second stage -;:~.\-
jtrol bat tery ar.d Keceiver Ho. 2 in
 (•„••„••
by tlie second stage instrument::• Li:
Magnetic tape transmitted to
DRR by NTSD on F,:b 14, 1969. Reel So.
"3508.
14. COORDINATION SIGi. JTJHE
fOiil.i [• *MII.-I-6181D Available CLASSIFICATION




AIRBORNE FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM
COMMAND DESTRUCT RECEIVER ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
1 6. ITEM NO. O.TEST COOEA.G
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COMMAND CONTROL/DESTRUCT SYSTt.M |Si CDNl) .ti'l A(iK)
I B. ITl'.M N < > . T 9.TG^T CI *.C
| OAT t I;
DELTA IMP
1-332. i 48
I ' . ) JiSV.C-








^ L -xN ^ " 9 ^ S
J
4-1/2"
NOTE: ANTENNAS INSTALLED AT STA 750
FOR ALL MISSIONS
DIRECTION OF ORIENTATION VECTOR
0 70° W 45°
0 '- 100° II - 4b°
0 250° 0 -• <J1>°
0 * 340° 0 - 45°
MOLDED PHENOLIC FIBERGLASS
LAM
AIRFRAME SKIN YAW AXISIMPEDANCE
ADJUSTMENT
0 > 90°




\ r.i -.•- n i*. • • i*-i.
CfiMMMI) CONTROL hl.SlllllCI' SYS1 f-
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k
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t. (• l*(K»M A M fn> . f. M I v I % i- -t t r^(.> .
''^00
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• " V ^
. '• : ' MECO SAFETY
• . • : ' . - . VECO . MECO
•: • •.'. :' ' REI
ANTENNAS ITYPl '
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L 1
- '^. DETONATING 1 1 Y
CORD (TYPI ' **"j 1
 FurL 1 i F:r<iT
0 i ' i 1 STAGf
i! J 1
i v~*r i ,-
•^>( |~ •- MFTH & •' J V-*-\ 'X
^H = 2 i : LIQUID ! n
! OXYGEN ; : i
.,. j = S6A ! 1 1 • J i !
•7*v 1 »*^ t ^.i J i
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1. CL.AS S I' 1C A : i
PRELAUNCH TEST- IDENTIFICATION
•> O »•< * *•* T I T u K
JULTA IMP




10 . I I I II'.: 72
1 . HC V ( S IMH I«O.
PNCUAUNCH TEST NAME "• OD
Te:;t No.
1. LAUNCH - To demonstrate satisfactory pcr-
forr.cxncc of the entire launch vehicle and
ground support equipment in'placing the IMP
spacecraft into the desired orbit of 30 to 40
o^rth radii. Includes all countdov/n activities
(August 23,.1972, duration: 10 hr).
2. SEHVICIWG - To satisfactorily and safely
load second sta<je prooollants into the second
staye (I'-l day, deration: 10 hr) .
2.. tLlX'TruCAL CMiJCi-'.S - I'o satisfactorily
-l^iViontitratc a jjroyrar.uner/i>equcncer run on ex-
ternal power and to load check the internal
Latteries. This tost on T-2 day is preceded
by an engine sequencing test and followed by
a pov;er-on stray voltage test (I-'-2 days,
duration test: 3 hr,-RF clearance: 6.hr).
4. ' SIMULATED TLIGHT TKST' - A.complete pro-
j-rai^ rricr run is accomplished first on external
power, then on internal flight batteries














5. MIMOR SUPPORT - To minimize expenditures,
several minor support tests will be accompliohct
Solid Mote; ruction - L-6
Spacecraft i<i-' Test
Data Flow Test (DIGS)
Tel 4/Sta 91/Tel 4 and At:







'!• At.l t 1 F 1.1 )
MAJOR MISSION EVENTS - LAUNCH PHASE



















J. HAOE, t .<" .
1710 r^-f .
4. DATT. i
10 June 72 |
7. HC. vi sior. r<o. .
i
•






























tl. COORD . SYSTEM . '.
** ' i
21. REMARKS |
Mission Title Launch Date Launch Az Launch Veh S/C Traj/Orbit 2nd Stg Orbit Traj Data Avail Dispersions j
IMP-H July 1972 95 Deg 1604 Hirhly elliptical orbit 95 x 350 nmi Memo A3-250- Not ,
2CG x
IMP-J 3rd Qtr 73. 2314 23.5°
?2:Vr-lf> "n"1!
inclination
4th stg will raise
.V.'.GCi-."72 2o/ Available i
ctd 3/2/7<j j
(A3G03D169RR5 |





(PACC T I T L E )
MAJOR Ml SS ION EVENTS - FLIGHT
5. P H O G R A M TITLE |9. TEST CODE








Lif to f f
Begin Roll Program














First Cutoff - State II
Start Stage III Ignition




























Z. REPLACES PACE (3) >. »AiS NC. . -, , , r~f~t17 n
 5/c
4 . D AT C •. r\ ~r -\ -\" t~\OATCD iO Juno I:)/ 2
C. PrtOGttAM NO. O C t r Ci *' '* c'' ' ^ Iv3fi ^°-






























i. rttJM.ACES PAGE (i)
DATED
C. PKOGHAM NO. TFAQ
11. FLIGHT AZIMUTH
95°
3. i' AC;.: i,-..).
\ ~ iZ2
i. OAT t. , ,. . , , _. .].i> .nice 1^171
7. HCVIV.1(.HJ r-iO.
11. i
WOM1MAL AND 3 SIGMA DISf'Cr



















I. Cl-Ab-,11 II A I I.'H
(PACK I ITl.f.)
TRAJECTORY DATA - ORBITAL AND SPACE
2. HtPUACtS PACt 3. *JACt^ NO.
10 June 1972
DELTA IMP
0. ITEM NO. 9. TEST COOK 6. PROGRAM NO. 2509
10. SPACE PATH DIAGHAM - PLANNED TRAJECTOHY
I UKM «< 145
lill Y 70
I. Cl-ASSIKII A r ION
(»• Act TI r t _ t ) z- Ht:p
O P E R A T I O N A L H A Z A R D S - REPORTS U A 1 E
LACCS PAGE (S) 3 P A G F NO. i a io 55 <
4. OAT 4
3 10 June 1972
1. — S C R A M T I T . . C
 D^A j,(jp .. P R O G R A M NO. ^^ 7. PC V , » . O N NO. j
8.















REPOHT N A M E
IMP H/J System Safety Plan (H, JSP-002)
Delta Handling and Checkout Procedures (H&CO)
i
Delta-IMP Countdown
IMP-H Spacecraft Handling Plan (HHP-002)
IMP-H Pyrotechnic Handling Procedure (HHP-005)
Detailed Test Objectives (DTO)
•': '•• . ' •"' • '• ' '•• - ' ' , ' ' - .
. . . ' • ' ' - ' '
*»
it.
DATE REPOHT SUPPt- IGO
.
12. . '
DATS H E P O h T




















,. ,.,<:,,•.- r . r ^c DELTA IMP
?. x i r i . A c r s P A G C (s)
OAT CO'
ft . P R O G R A M NO.
2509
1. p AC.» »••:»
2100 56
4 . O A T I'
10 June 72


























Pos t-Te s t Me trie Da t a
"The coordinate sy'stein for post-test metric data should have an earth shape simulation based on
the 1S6G Clark Spheroid and should be tabulated using the cartesian coordinate system with the
origin located at mean sea level at the launch site and rotating with the earth; X is positive
true North, Y is positive true East, and Z is positive outward and perpendicular to the surface
of the earth. •
Flight Phases
Launch phase consists of the interval from liftoff to third stage burnout or injection into
orbit, or loss of signal (LOS) of the last AFETR station unless otherwise noted.
Timingy : . •
Timing correlation will be 2 milliseconds during first and second stage powered flight and with-
in 10 milliseconds between launch and the limit of AFETR acquired data unless otherwise indi-
cated. Range time will be recorded on all raw data.
Data Reduction and Distribution
TalProcessing and reduction will be accomplished by AFETR. Data will be furnished in the
form of tabulations and magnetic tapes.
(b) Reduced position, velocity and acceleration data will be in feet, feet/seconds, and feet/
seconds'2; time will be given in seconds.
Standard AFETR 51 point smoothing is required. End point smoothing is to be used at dis-
continuous trajectory points.
The trajectory points of interest, i.e., liftoff, main engine burnout, second stage start,
second stage burnout, etc., will be furnished to Range directly.
Liftoff Message




' |2 Ref»L.Aces pACE {&) Ij »>ACC NO
/PAGE TlTUt) ' ' IJ'*>
METRIC LAUNCH DATA
 DATeo - — 10 Ju^ 7, .








































































































PURPOSE AND/OH H E M A U K S
Include in PTR and final
Flight report.
*
Class 3 accuracy decreases
lineally with time from 10
ft to 200 ft.
Smoothing to be co-patible
with accuracy requirements.
FORM R 209















































 10 June 72




















JULY 70 I. CLASSIFICATION
(PACiC Ml l-C >






T E S T






' . - ' . ' • ' *"-^''V''
11.
INTEHVA1.






'. -:^ • ' !
3.
DATA
>^ ion IT Y
1
u.
2. »«t>'i-AC»vS f'ACiC (-j; J. I'Aiit I.O. t—f\ '
2112 0^1
4. OATC !DATr
-° 10 June .72 j
















P U R P O S E AND/ '> I* »*( :%' A « ^ K S
Classical orbital ele-ents:
apogee and perigee in nm
ind tenths; incl inat ion i:; j
degrees' and hundred ths ;
period in minutes; and
eccentricity. Orbi ta l ele-
ments are to be based on
the best Range electronic
position data through SECO j
and/or DIGS telemetry d a t a . , j
A noninal th i»d s'tage thrus t
per fo rmance v.;ill be used for
these calculations. Com-
putations to be based on
official NASA Spheroid
(Fischer) .
N'OTE: Final vehicle weights
and revised second stage '
impact will be provided to
the Range by F-3 days for
use in orbital element
calculations.
* Send VIA TTY to:
3UNV, GOPS, GPHY, GPOB, GCPS
FCW R .%?3
J I I I Y 7? \. Cl ASSI^-i . -ATI OK,
'"""* T I T L O
METRIC T E R M I N A L DATA
}. P W O G H A M TITI-e
DELTA IMP
8.






































P R I O R I T Y
14.
:. I JCPLACES PAGI; ($) j. PAC.C NO.
2114 60
4. DATE
 rt :OATCD 10 June / 2 '


















; P U R P O S C A N O / O M ««.MA«r\s
-
Vacuum coordinates (plus
surface range from launcher)
to be given with associated
error ellipse. Surfacr
rango (na.) nay be given in
Final Flight Report.
t
(Note: Final IP is desired
using radar tracking data




JULY 70 I. CUA3SIFICATI ON
I. CI-AbSIt-" 1C AVION
' .p/v: i r i r i.t }
•























i. m: vis IO
to.
Best estimates of position and velocity trajectories (BET) are to be supplied as final data.
Two blueline prints of each present position and IIP chart displayed at Central Control are
required
All Delta Vehicles
A two-minute period of RF silence en C-band radars is highly desired after the vehicle beacon is
turned on to allow warmup without interrogation. It is requested that the two-minute silence be
maintained unless a scheduling conflict exists which makes it necessary to operate radars during
this period. The SRO is requested to advise BH 17 if this silence cannot be maintained.
ARCPE (TOO instruction message distribution is required as follows:
(a) Radar handover and phasing instructions: TTY to GNNS, GCEN/NOM, GBDA/STADIR.*
(b) All other messages applicable to GSFC: TTY to GNNS and GCEN/NOM/NSM
(c) One copy of all messages to: GCPN/LL-OPN-3, Norman.
(d) One copy of all messages to: GKSC/TS-NTS-1.
One copy of the ADASP printout is required on launch +2 WD, mailed to LL-MLV.




1. C w A E S
' i r 1.1 )
TELEMETRY DATA
5. ** n 3 Ci « A ^  T I r L *•.
DELTA IMP
6'.' ITEM NO. SiTEST COOC





7. R E V I S I O N NO.
LAND BASED TELEMETRY SUPPORT \1 ILL BE LIMITED TO AFETR STATIONS AT ANTIGUB (ANT) AND ASCENSION (ASC) . NO
REfflTlRKV.ENT CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT WILL BE INTERPRETED TO REQJJiaE AKV OTHER SUPPORT.
GENERAL REMARKS
1. The Range User can use and will accept either 1-inch, 14 track or 1/2-inch, 7 track magnetic tapes, rocorde;
either pre-detection or post-detection at the convenience of the Range. All post-detection recordings are
to bo made in a constant current recording node. Pre-detection recording is preferred, but due to the
reimbursable nature of the majority of Delta launches, the lowest cost system should foe used.
2. Recordings will be required from all AFETR participating stations.
3. Tape format will be selected by Range Contractor Operations Planning with the approval of the RU
(Mackey, 3-9353).
4. Signal strength, azimuth, elevation, and time to be recorded on the ^r-me pen recording.
5. Dov.-nrange Tracking Priority-Telemetry: On missions where the spacecraft, Staye 3, and Stage 2 teleir.etry
systems are all radiating, the prime tracking frequency for the telemetry antennas prior to 3rd stage
separation should be the Stage 2 telemetry signal (2241.5 MHZ). After second stage-third stage separation
the third stance signal (256.2MHz')will be prime. On missions where the scr.cecraf;
and third stage are not radiating a telemetry signal during launch phase, track should be maintained on the
Stage 2 signal. In all cases, r. backup system for Stage 2 coverage after separation should be employed if
available. Additional links, if flown, will be specified.
6. It is required to return the PC:'- data on VCO G, Stage 2, and the PDM data, VCO E, Stage 2 to Hangar AE frcn
Antigua in Real Time. Upon final determination of channel assignments for the IMP-H mission, a list of
the channels in addition to VCO E and G to be returned to AE will be provided. Selected channels of third
stage data will also be returned.
7. Delete the first motion signal on the timing track of'all vehicle telemetry tapes. -^
8. All rnagnetic tapes are required to be on reels with precision hubs rather than the standard hubs.
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7. KE Vi S ION f JO .
m-In order to assist in the determination of success or failure of a mission, and to assist in prediction of prelim
inary orbital parameter's, the verfication and time of occurrence of Stage 3 spinup and separation are desired
Whenever the launch look angles indicate that the event will occur after passage of the launch vehicle over the
Station 1 radio horizon^
 Or that the data from station 1 will be marginal due to low aspect angle or low signal
strength, the data should be received at a downrange site, normally Station 91.
This data should be recorded at the site on magnetic tape and on a direct write recorder for immediate readout by
Range Contractor personnel. In addition, this data and selected PDM channels should be retransmitted in real ti'im
via the SSB link, or subcable, to Station 1 (Hgr AE) for display and readout by project personnel at that site.
Four items of information are desired: Occurrence of the events; time of spinup indication; time of separation
indication; and general quality of the data at these times.
These times of spinup and separation should be reported as accurately as possible, but at least to within 1/2
seconds (preferably 0.1 sec) in Zulu time. Any real-time recordings run for this purpose should not be stopped
but should continue to run to preclude any possibility of stopping on an erroneous indication and missing the real
events. A copy of these recordings should be supplied to the project.
For additional information, the times of spinup command and separation command (as opposed to the actual function
previously mentioned) should be recorded for backup.
For real-time retransmission of Stage 2 PDM on VCO E, it should not deviate more than ±10% on the wide band sub-
cable.
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8. ITtM NO. 9. TEST CODE
 6. PHOGHAM NO. 7. REVISION NO.
2509
to.
NASA PROJECT CONSOLE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RANGE CONTROL CENTER
BLANK NASA TV ~ NASA
PROJECT.REP ' V PROJECT RE
f MOPS AND MOPS ANDGREEN- GREEN-
<^j PHONES SWITCH PHONES
1 PFR NOTE 1 - ' PER NOTE 1
NOTE 1:
MOPS CHANNELS REQUIRED:
LOOPS 1. 5, 11, 14, 15, 16,
AND 17, MONITOR OF SRO/
BH 17 GREENPHONE, AND
MSFN COORD.
GREENPHONES REQUIRED TO:
BH 17, CKFF, RCO, AND SRO










NASA BLANK / /
CNC REP 4/
MOPS AND 1 I I
TM GREEN- / /un
 PHONFS *~\ t->
•-- -J PER NOTE 2 I
MOPS CHANNELS REQUIRED TO: CX 17 LOOPS
1, 2, 11, AND 15 AS WELL AS GSFC FULL
PERIOD 3, GSFC FULL PERIOD 6, MSFN CONF
CKT, MSFN RDR HANDOVER NET, MSFN COORD
NET, AND LAUNCH STATUS NET (SEE OR 3330
FOR DETAILS).
GREENPHONES REQUIRED TO: AE-MDAC
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BROAD BAND DATA CIRCUIT. S./O
CONSOLE TO HGR AE. CAB LI; L; ;;•.•.':
CONSOLE TO POTHEAD 754E OR
EQUIVALENT;
MULTIPLEXED T.M DATA. CIRCU' fT^
1 TL 035 & 1 TI, 03d. 600 KHv--
4.5 MH~
^ t
ITEMS 1 & 2 TO BE OPERATIONAL*
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G R O U N D COMMUNICATIONS - INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS





















NET TITLE OR NUMBER
38. STATION OR LOCATION
Complex 17 - BH
Launch .Pad__17A .-...
Cx 17
Launch Pad 17B -
Cx 17
Open
M-l r..TB\ (M Annex) *





VIP Room - RCC
Deleted
ES.O Elder, Stations
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<. DATE
10 June; 72 '
7. ne v< .





j? RerE»c:-ct N O T E S
* Monitor area cni'i
en nets 3 thru S,J
11 thru 13, ar.ci
15.
M = Monitor only
V
Local lco;--s as {
installed (Han-
gar AS, M, 1'.4,
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GROUND COMMUNICATIONS - INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS











IN9T NET TITLE OR NUMBER
36. STATION OR LOCATION
Delta Rep - RTCS
NASA Office
Trailer 1 - Cx 1
NASA Office













































































































































































COOT I CAT IONS" RECORDINGS
5. P<00««.M T I T U E rW-i^ TVD
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2509 f
5"i-
Iter.\s are to be record
ed from the beginning

























R C M A H K S |
(
1
1/4-inch magnetic tape, recorded at i
1-7/8 ips. Disposition: Hold for 45 ;
days or deliver to LL-MLV-1 upon requ-ss-J
only. j
NOTE 1: Request all recordings be |
made with a voice operated :•
relay (VOR) and that Zulu •
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( H A C t T I T L E ) *• H ^ f L
G R O U N D COMMUNICATIONS -TELEPHONE (GREENPHONE)
DATED
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S. P K O G H A M TITLE to. PKOGHAM NO. 7. H C V I j i O N f,O.
DELTA IMP 2509 }
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PURPOSE AtJU K & . M A H K S
NASA Project Console
Test Coordination. This greenphone to be
connected to NASA Project Central Con-
soles for monitor only (Test Code A only)
.e
Test Coordination
Required on a continuous basis






G R O U N D COMMUNICATIONS - TELEPHONE (GKEENPHONE)
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PURPOSE AND R E M A R K S }
Test Coordination (5GP0750 existing)
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H U R P O S f i A N D R E M A R K S
CCTV as installed to be main-
tained by 7\FETR. Standby Mao
personnel to advise MDAC TC of
presence at S-3.0 of major tests
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10. T I M I N G SIGNAL
A.




































































































>*• H E M A H K S
i 6800^ DC to




27K DC to Provision for
:ioo two tiding
iHz i signal outputs































QTV OR CV.i ;


















A separate manual hold- -90 min
fire capability is re-
quired for each of the
following:
(a) Test Controller (NASA)
(b) Test Conductor (MDAC)
wired to permit the sequenc er
i stay at T-0 and start the
launcher liftoff switch
is mandatory that the laun
continuously energized
A switching capability
sermit selection of this moqe
a mode of permitting the
count to continue to run
>f pausing for the liftoff
lead.
+10 min
2. In order to launch
200 ms of a pre
Complex 17 Bloc
the Delta vehicle withi
-selected clock time, the
chouse sequencer must have
U. REMARKS
terminal count (or later) within 200 ms of
a pr'e-selected clock time if the Range is
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(TY?E DATA, SURFACE. UPPER AIR. AU.TITUOE. INTERVAL)
Forecast of F-1 day and launch weather conditions,
cloud cover, visibility, surfuta winds, winds aloft,
temperature, and precipitation conditions.
Confirm or modify F-2 day forecast. Also wind
velocity and direction in 1,000-ft increments to
60,000 ft.
Confirm or modify F-2 day forecast. Also wind
velocity and direction in 1,000-ft increments to
60,000 ft.
Same as Item 3.
It is requested that a weather officer be on station
at T-4 hr.
Long range general weather forecast for surface and
predicted upper air winds for launch.

























Ascertain ability to conduct F-1 day count-
down and to launch. The forecast is to
bs telephoned to the Delta Operations
.Office, B53S533.
Ascsrtain ebiiity to launch. To be tele-
phoned to the NASA-Delta Opsrev.cr-s
Office, 853-5533.
Required only if winds appear sbnormsliy
hi>]n and larg; wind shears exist. To be
phoned to Blockhouse 17, 853-7511.
This is to be a forecast based on the
observation noted on Page 3230, Itsm 7.
Fcr FriJay prcl.iunch planning end sched-
uling of weekend work. Long rar.ns fore-
cast to be called to the Delta Operation
Office by 0900 EST on the Fridcy before
a normal Wednesday launch schedule.
To ascertain feasibility of transporting S/C
between checkout areas to launch pcd, etc.
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2. REPLACES PAGC (C) i. 1'AC.C. 11. i. *»4J~» E
3230 76 j






























I S I C M , < 0 .
IS.
PURf'One /.SO NC M A R K S
. .. . iiJ
Provide inforr.\ation ^
for ^system evalua- i
tion analysis of »
trajectory devia- |
ticns. Mag tape ^
also required. ,!
Same as item 1 . 1
1
]
Sair.o as item 1. |
t
i
Sama as item 1.
NOTKS:






ature to the near
est tenth of one
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DATED
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»-Ui!''s''Ciae A1<O R E M A R K S i1
NCTEf: (contd) 9,
2, Pirisaure and teiu- £
perature not re- ?
quired. (Wind- p
sonde observa- »
tion is accept- \
able.) 5
3. Items 7a through |
7c v/ill be tran::-- |j
iiiittad via conunc-r-a
cial line to 1050
duta phone at DAC
Culver City. Call
ox-iginated by DAC.
4. For all balloon re
leases scheduled
for T-24 hr throuo.
launch a wind vs
altitude plot is
required on reque_;





















TIM6-M1N LOCATION INTERVAL ALT-K CT
Z. HCCLACES PACE (S)
DATED
6. l"»SGGrtAM NO*
*7 C Q Q
IS.DATAPMIORITY
i. fAoe no.' *«**-«
3230 .2 78
10 June 1972




FUM>-*O£G AND H E M A B K S
MOTES: (Contd) |
ASMSrD A2MSPD 01 |
XXXXXX XXXXXX >50 f
1 72 |
Pi-eo.';ure in millib;-.r.-f
(Card Set 2} *
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METEOROLOGICAL - OBSERVATIONS
z. HCPLACCS PACE: (55
DAT en
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3. P A u L NO. *7^J
"^ 5^0 . "?
4. OAT C ^ » ^ •10 j-:r.c 1S72 -;










PURPOSE AND P E M A R K S
KOTES: (contd) \
6. b-2 forwarded to




fied as Xir.i- ;
track circuit) . j
One tab copy of each '
regularly scheduled J
synoptic ra^i^sonde '
sounding is roquirs:: \
fron F-2 Day until '
launch. Forward re- •
duced synoptic rawir.-
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PURPOSE AMD R E M A F l K R







tha t Range Safety
furnishes the wea thur
i/roup by F-5 Days
for each part icular
launch.
Data is required (on
request only) at the
s tar t of first s t age










,. r,oe.,AM T .TCC
DELTA IMP






. . . . • • . . • . . . . . - , . . . -
Severe weather warnings must be called to Pad 17 Operations (853-7511) when a vehicle is on
the launch pad.
Consideration will be given to the following GO/NO-GO criteria for launch relative to
lightning strike potential:
1. No launch when flight will go through cumulonimbus (thunderstorm) cloud
formation. In addition, no launch if flight will be within 5 miles of
thunderstorm cloud or 3 miles of associated anvil.
2. No launch through cold-front or squall-line clouds which extend above
' - . . ' • 10,000 feet.
3. No launch through middle cloud layers 6,000 feet or greater in depth
where the freeze level is in the clouds.
' • ' » . • ' , ' • ' ' - . ' '
 v
 ' •
4. No launch through cumulus clouds with tops at 10,000 feet or higher.
• • • • ' • • • • ; . '
During the launch countdown, it is required that AFETR weather personnel evaluate the GO/NO-GO
for launch based upon these criteria. These evaluations and/or recommendations are to be giver,
to the Test Controller in BH 17 or his designated representative periodically or upon request.
It should be recognized that circumstances may dictate waiver of these rules at the dis-
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RECOVERY - SALVAGE AND DISPOSITION '
DAT|:
° 10 June 72
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PUHPOSL ANIi Hi. SIAHKS
Parts required for engineering j
investigation and evaluation.
Detailed instructions for partE
recovery requirei'.wr.tu will be
issued by the Project Survey Boer-:
immediately after an incident:
First Stage
(a) Engine components may contain
flammable fuul; also, -'possibly
gel for up to 10 hours.
(b) Base section and tunnels ti?;y
contain live detonators and
priioacord.
(c) Batteries (center section)
may leak corrosive fluid or
supply sufficient power to
cause arcing and sparking
for up to five days.
(d) Thrust aug7i:3nting motors are
solid propellants.




A'» M *• t*" * f
:i-*oc : i ri.i )
RECOVERY - SALVAGE AND DISPOSITION


















(a) Main Engine and Com-
ponents
(b) Tanks
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., !••-. »C.»« Af-1
2509
> MAC, -.,.
 353D ^ 80
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'*" 10 June 72
1. MKVI *I'»N NO.
•T.MAI'KS
Second Stage
(a) Engine components and tanks
juay contain hyperbolic fla~-
mablo and/or corrosive pro-
pellants.
(b) Forward section may contain
live separation squibs.
j (c) Batteries may leak corrosive
fluid.
Third Stage
(a) Main motor and spin motors
are solid propellants.
(b) Separation squibs cutters
be live.
Contains small quantities of haz





OTHER TECHNICAL SUPPORT - AIRCRAFT


















































SI-EGO RANGE - KTS







SPtKO RANGE - KTS







SPEED RANGE - KTS















COVER 3rd STAGE BURN AND S/C SEPARATION.
•
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RCMAI1KS/SPCCIAL R C O U I R C M C N T S
F-l Day and Launch. Start of countdown thru test
termination or defueling. Ambulance and first
aid service required at Complex 17. Ambulance
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ided in Revision 1
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1. C l .A&SI ' 1C AT ION
(r-A3E TIT l_ t )
PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES - DETAIL
!






















8. ITIJM NO. 9
. TEST CODE
A
I. REPLACES f AGE (O)
DATED
6. PMOGnAM NO.
». PAO(. NO. '
5)10 ^_ to>-f I
4 =ArL
 10 June 1972
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Fuels: RJ-1 N204 and Aerozine 50 delivery to be scheduled so they are on hand in the launch
complex area well in advance of the need time specified in the countdown. In addition, backup
capability to support a rescheduled test within a 24-hour period is required.
Liquid Gases: Liquid oxygen and Liquid Nitrogen delivery to be scheduled so they are on hand in
the launch complex area well in .advance of the need time specified in the countdown. Complex
tankage should be filled on F-l day. Liquid oxygen will be available prior to F-l day lor pro-
pellant flow test. Liquid Nitrogen will be available for second stage Pneumatic System Qual To it.
Hi-Pressure Gases: Helium complex storage bottles are to be pressurized to 4,800 psi, and nitro-
gen complex storage bottles are to be pressurized to 5,500 psi on F-0 day. A gaseous nitrogen
supply of approximately 41,000 scf at 2,400 psi (Mil- 2 tube bank trailer) is required to be perma-
nently stationed at the following- locations: (1) South side of Hangar M, Bldg 3-1731; (2) Adja-
cent to the North POL Bldg 3-1732A; (3) Two trailers adjacent to Bldg 60425; (4) Adjacent to
Hangar M Annex, Bldg 55005. Two MH-2 tube tank trailers or equivalent are required at Complex 17
from F-7 day until launch. The particular pad will be in accordance with the launch schedule.
Solid Prope Hants and Ordance Items: Ordance items listed on the Ordancw Item Page should be
delivered to the launch complex area well in advance of the need time specified in the countdown .
Certain ordance items are required prior to F-2 day. Spare Ordance will be provided at the com-
plex by the Pan Am Solid Prope Hants Section.
Water: Demineralized water will be needed in the event of a misfire. The necessary chemicals
are to be on hand on F-2 day.
row. r> G/A
JULY 70
ct-A»a i r ic AT ION
I. CLASSII- ICAMON
<— LO
SERVICES - VEHICLES AND GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
J. KH3GHAM TITLE . T«- TEET CODl£

























































Moving Instr & Shop
Van
Moving Vans



































































* Eight each placed on the MST
8th level for 2nd stage fuel and
oxidizer servicing. Two each are
to bo placed in the fuel and
oxiclizer vraifers respectively.
Units are to La prcviclid on F-2
days for fueling and to stay on
pad until launch termination.






SERVICES - VEHICLES AND GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT


















































To Power Sump Pumps,
etc.
To Power Sump Pumps,
etc.
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Trcctor must be available at
least two hours before tower
removal.
For hurricane preparation. Re-
quired juit prior to and for
duration of tc.vcr gjy ir.;toi!ation
tss!;. ,
For hurricane preparation. Re-
quired just prior to and for
duration of tower guy installation
task. _
Continuous requirement after
Condition II hurricane until All
Clear.
Continuous requirement after
Condition II hurricane until All
Clear.
Continuous requirement after
Condition II hurricane until All
Clsar.
Available from MDAC Motor
Pcol.
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N AM C/ DESIGN AT ION
RJ-1-Fuel
•






T\tr\a 1 1 ' - ' ;type ii ;
. ...T-
12.
" • ' " " "-•"
z o J
' 5410 9^ i
D A T C O '' °Art 10 June 1072 |
«. .HOO^M NO.
 2-G3 ,. M.V.,,0^0.
DETAILS Or ANALYSIS HCQOINCD
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATION
(1) Distillation: (1) Distillation:





(b) 4SO° F max
(c) Not limited
(d) 550° F max












(4) 190° F min
(5) 32.5° min - 36.5° max
100° F (6) 3.5 C's max
(7) Freezing Point (7) -40° F max
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS
From Storage Tank & Vehicle
(1) Purity (%02) (1) 89.5% by vol min
(2) Total Hydrocarbons (2) 75 ppm max. (by weight
m*
14. REMARKS .





1. Front storcgj tank
at time cf filling.
2. From storaQ3 tank
on F-1 day.
3. Results in 12 hr.
1. From vehicle during
LOX leak check on
F-6 day.
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS •••' " «7*w •A r\ f. T I- \
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NAME/ DESIGN AT ION
Liquid Oxygen (Contd)
NOTE: Prior to sampli
PM Office (Ext 5561) a
Office (Ext 2319). Pho
. the MDAC MR&PM Off
samples should be sent
Office and NASA-ULO I
Ann: John Barnes, E&





ig, notify tha MDAC MR&
-id the MDAC Propulsion
ie results of all samples to
ce. Written reports of all








DETAILS OP ANALYSIS RCQUI»GD
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS
From Storage Tank & Vehicle
(3) Non-Volatile (3) 0.5 ppm max (by
Hydrocarbons weight as N-Centane)
,
NOTE: Non-volatiie hydrocarbons are those heavier
hydrocarbons that will not normally flash off, but can
be carried along in a flowing gas system.
(4) Acetylene (4) 1.5 ppm max (by
• • i -7--^*\weight)
(51 Particle size and (5) No limits required,
count the following MDAC will make corn-
micron ranges: parison for abnormal
100-175, 175-700, 700+ conditions.
From Delivery Truck
(1) Purity (1) 93.5% min (by volume)
(2) Acetylene (2) 9.5 ppm msx (by weight)
(3) Odor (3) None. The absence of
ordor is required by
MDAC.
(4) Water Content (4) 0.02 mg/1 gas at 70° F,
„. 760 mm Hg.




3. Results in 24 hr
for F-6 day and
12 hr for F-1 day. j
4. From sterna tank j
after each addition I
of nc.v liquid ^
oxygen.
1. Prior to filling
MDAC storage
tank.




ct-A*.. i>u ic A r i
fCAiit Tiri.t)
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I
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6. PMCXiHAM NO. olTfi 7' M L V ' 'J iC:JI ' IllJ'2.5UJ
DETAILS OF ANALYSIS REQUIRED
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS
(1) Purity (%N2) (.1) 90.5% by vol min
(2) Total Hydrocarbons (2) 75 ppm max (by weigh;
(3) Non-Volatile
as Methane)
(3) 0.5 ppm max (by weight
Hydrocarbons as N-Centane)




not normally flash off, but can be
a flowing gas system.
(4) 1.5 ppm max (by weight)
(5) Particle size and (5) No limits required. MDA(
count the following will make comparison
micron ranges: with past results for ab-
100-175, 175-700, 700+ normal conditions.
(6) Water Content (6) 0.02 mg/1 gas at 70° F,
(7) Odor
760 mm Hg.
(7) None. The absence of
odor is required by MDA
u.
SAMPLING TIMES ,
1. From liquid con-
verier tank at
lean once a month.
2. From converter on
F-1 day.
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
,. P.OGMAK.




















ated from Liquid Nitro-
gen (Liquid Nitrogen
Pumped)








Bureau of Mines (Grade A)
u.
7.. «i:PLACr.S PAGC <E) J. *»*OL t-t'.i. j.
 (t . p. «
t. D»r>:
o*rto 10 June 1972
0. »M«CGHAM f<O. ,-,-n« '. " tVlb ldN HO.
£5'JJ *
, - - •
DCTAIUS OF ANALYSIS REQUIRED
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS
(1) Viscosity
(2) Flash Point
(1) 10-15 Cs at 130° F
(2) 200° F min
(3) Filtration (Millipore) (3) Filtration {Millipore)
Test Stands and 10-25 25-50 51-100 100+








(4) Red and Clear
(1) Free from sediment and
suspended matter.
(2) Viscosity
(a) Min 3.0 Cs
(b) Min 11. DCs
(3) Min 400° F
(1) 0.5 ppm max (by weight
Hydrocarbons as N-Cctane)
NOTE: Non-volatile hydrocarbons are those heavier hydro-
carbons that will not normally flash off, but can be carried




(1) 26.3 ppm (by vol)




2. Results in 24 hr.
.
1. As requested and i
F-4 day. j
2. Results in 24 hr.
i
1. From High Pressure
Area at lea^t once
a mont.-i.
2. F-4 day. .
3. Results in 24 hr. |
1. From each storage
bottle at least once
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
























Z. HtPLACtS PAGE (S)
DATED





7. «E VISIQf. ^.'J.
DETAILS OF ANALYSIS REQUIRED
ANALYSIS REQUIRED REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS
(2) Non-Volatile (2) O.G ppm max (by weight
Hydrocarbons as N-Cctane)
NOTE: Non-volatile hydrocarbons are those heavier hydro-
carbons that will not normally flash off, but can be carried






(1) Crystal clear and free
of suspended matter.
(2) No visible settling
particles.
(3) 10 ppm max.
(4) pH of 6.5 to 7.0 after
boiling for 15 min.
(5) 4 ppm min or 10 ppm
max by conductivity
test after boiling 15 min.
(1) Total Residue (1) 0.0020% by weight
(2) Carbon Tetra- (2) 0.0002% by weight as
chloride Soluble Cetane.
Residue
(3) Acidity (3) Greater than pH 6.5
(4) Amine Alkalinity (4) .002% by weight max




2. From each storage
bottle on F-4 day.
3. Results in 24 hr.
1. As requested.
2. Results in 24 hr.
1. From each batch
prior to delivery to
MDAC.
2. From Flush Cart on
F-4 day.
3. Results required in
24 hr.




I. cLAiian-- ICATIOM ^__
.'I'AOC T I T L E )
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
z. REPLACES PACE (s) i. PAC.L NO. 5410 5
' 96 5
OAI-CO *' °*Tr 10 June 1972 j



















DETAILS OF ANALYSIS HEOUIRCO
Identification of Contaminants: Chemical Laboratory
support is required to identify solid, liquid, or c^eo'js
contaminants which may occur in propellants, flushes,
hydraulics, lubricants, and their transport and storage
systems for both the GSE and vehicle.
Analysis of Solvent Flushings: Chemical Laboratory .
support is required to determine tha nature of contam-
inants as they occur in Hushes, propellents, hydraulics,
lubricants, and their transfer and storage systems for both
the GSE and vehicle. The contaminants may consist of
organic or inorganic materials and may be in paniculate,




1. As required. '
Approx 1 per week, i
2. Results in 24 hr. j
1. As required.
Approx 3 per week.
2. Results in 12 to
48 hr.
\t. REMARKS
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(PA3C T I T L E )
F A C I L I T I E S - GENERAL
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1. P A G t NO. QD
5GC0.1 ~C»
4. tlATC
10 June- 1972 j









































































































Service Tower (5-12^ 0X 6 AA
LOX Storage and Transfer
















CY-7Z CY-73 CV-74 CS--7J
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Z. REPLACES PAGE (S)
OAT CO
0. f»HOGHAM NO. _2509
3. PACE no. "J f|-f I
5£00. 4 XUA S
*
t. GATE ]0 June 1972












































































































































































































3. PASS wo. !
5600. 5 'f O2
'• °
Ar£ 10 June 1972























































IS. H E M A R K S
NOTES: *NASA real property accountability; Range Contractor performing maintenance on a reimbursed basis.
**Planned NASA real property accountability; Range Contractor performing maintenance on a reimbursed basis








DELTA IMP II. ITEM NO. 9. TEST CODE
2. Nl»*l.ACt-S fAGE (S)
OAM.U
6. IMIUUMAM MO. ORDQ
a. t»Aor. r^
.. OAT,^
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1C. TYPE OF LAUNCH P AO/lf- LATFOH M
Stationary




14. DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCH PAD OR PLATFORM
X Coordinate - 639,700/26 639,502.49
Y Coordinate - 1,445,405.72 1,495,365.52
9. TEST CODE




15. TYPE OF LAUNCHER
Het
IS. SIZE UF LAUNCHEH







a.- POSITION ACCURACY DESIHED
17A-90°01'27" 17B-90 OO'OO"





A. ATTITUDE Above mean sea level
(17A)33.64' (17B)33.662'
Q. POSITION ACCURACY DESIRED
C. POSITION ACCURACY REQUIRED
21. DESCRIPTION OF LAUNCHER
The launcher is a permanent type launcher with a fixed umbilical tower.
The tower surrounds the vehicle during prelaunch testing and is movable and
self-propelled. The vehicle is supported on six legs, five permanent and one
retractable. The legs contain screws to hold down the vehicle prior to launch.
The deck plating surrounding the legs is retracted for launch to expose the
deflector plate, directing exhaust eastward.






RIPTION OF LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Operaclou
1st Stage Erection
1st Stage Quick Looks (Hyd, Engine, Elec)
lat Stage Propulsion Leak Checks
2nd Stage Erection
LOX Leak Checks
2nd Stage Quick Looks
1st and 2nd Stage Electrical Checks
Install, Inspect Grain, Solid Motors
2nd Stage Propulsion Checks
Acceptance and RF Test
Erection & Chk 3rd Stage, Payload; Integ Sys Chk
Facility Checkout, Ordnance Installation
S&A Checkout, Fuel Recircular.ion
Launch
2J. DESCRIPTION OF POSITIONING METHODS AND E.OUIP.V1ENT
The vehicle is oriented on the launcher for a 115° azi:r.ut
Retractable fuel and LOX masts ere mounted en the launch;
The service tower, in the retired position and using the
main hoist, raises the first and second stages off the
transporters and lowers the stages to the launcher. The
same procedure is followed using three alternate tower
hoists in installing the solid engines. The third stage-.




*Based on RCA Systems Analysis Monthly Accuracy Bulletin
17 dated 28 February 1966.
I. CLASSIFICATION
I. Cl-ASSIKlCATIC'N
(PAGE T I T L E ) s
OTHER SUPPORT




































I. REPLACES PAGE (•) J. PAGE NO. .-r\nn A. i
9A f\*Z. 'i
DATED • '• °
ATC
 10 June 1972 i
J. PROGRAM NO. 7. R E V I S I O N SO.
DATES. AMOUNT3. CR CHECK



































PURPOSE AMD REMARKS/9PCCIAI- IK«T«UCTIOSB
500 kVA, 120/208 V, 3-phase, 6C-cycIe
critical power is required at Cx 17
as the primary power sourca for all
scheduled ground tests (except F-l
Day) . -.
Sane power requirement as item 1 for
the primary instrumentation power
source. ,
100-kW portable generator at NW
corner, Bldg AE, IMP 71m Trailer.
150 kW, 480 V, 3-phase, 60-cycle
(Hokansen backup) generator is re-
quired at Cx 17 for shroud air con-
ditioning. Locate next to 400 Kz
bldg adjacent to SW side BH 17 (west
side of 5-1270 O.T. ) .
The tolerance for critical power at
C". 17 is;
Voltaqe-- 115 + 5V
Frequency: bO Hz + 5%
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Z. XUPUACes f»AGC (3) 1. I 'ACC r-O. ,-_.,-,- . .f f\f*>
4. DATEDATto 10 June 19/2
0. PROGRAM HO. j c n n '• R E V I S I O N NO.
u.























PURPOSE AhO nCMARKA/SPECIAU IHOTHUCTIONO
As required.
As required.
As reauired - Physical Standards and
PMEL/E .
As required.
Routine maintenance - lube contractor
"Chicles. i
As required - skim ponds after launch;
't
As required - off and onload cargo.
As required.
Complete operational check of the
MOPS system in the BH, pad area, arc:.
mission peculiar industrial area as
mted in TOPS pages. To be IJI3 to
a.iy tests in progress. Pad checks tc
be cleared thru Test Conductor.
For 2-ton bridge crane in Spin Test
Bldg.
Peroxide protective clothing required





















































I. REPLACES PAGE (3) 1. P.NGL NO. QQQQ % 1 O^ '
DATCO
<. DATE i10 June 1972 t
b. PROGRAM NO. T. REVISION NO. j
2509 j
12.
DATES. AMOUNTS. OR CHECK































PURPOSE AND REMAHKS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS j
i
1
Required for special cleanup cf S/C :
levels of Pads 17A or B. Initial
service is on request; high quality
cleaning support required. Coordina-
tion thru NASA P,ad 17 Superintendent i
is required. Clean room trained
janitors required. Support required
for Delta facilities on a normal j
basi&.
Required for Cx 17 S/C enclosure
(greenhouse) for environmental
control.
As required - special requirements.
As required to supplement MDAC
facilities .
Ordnance storage services as required
Storage services are required for
apogee motors. Relative humidity is
not to exceed 65%.
Generators, searchlights, and opera-
tors required at Cx 17 for night
tests and for vehicle illumination
during launch. Remote control of
searchlights is desired. Sa;ne light-
ing conditions on vehicle recuirener.-
FORM R 503
JULY 70
as launch illumination for photo.
1. CLASSIFICATION
r. I*- 1C AVION
(PACE T I T L E )
OTII.&U SUPPORT j














































j. PROGRAM NO. na(\C> '' " e v l s i l oN No-
u.
DATES. AMOUNTS. CR CHECK















PURPOSE AND R E M A R K S / &H tiCI Al. iN STRUCT ION S
Storage area for Del ta vehicle ordanci;
devices is required. Vvhen these
ordance devices require tes t ing, th« i
approved AFETR testing fac i l i ty J
(Ordance Test Shed) will be made aval :*
able.
Storage of up to <;i.\ TE-364 solid
propellant motors: in an approved iglor;
or magazine-type s t ructure is requires
Storage temperatures must bo m a i n t a i n ^ '
between +40°F to +100 °F. Dimensions d
the cylindrical motor container are Sl!
inches high and 76-1/2 inches in din- '
rneter. Radiographic inspection is
IREQD (25 Men Be ta t ron) .
'prevent overf l ights ot Cx 17. N o t i f y
fcx 17 operations of other overf l ights
j(853-7711).
Radiographic inspection required in
accordnance wi th MIL-STD--153. Usin^
the 10 Mev Linac or 25 Be ta t ron , six
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DATES, AMOUNTS, CR CHECK











i. . .AG^NO. eooo.4 1.09 j
4. OATK j
10 June 72 I
1. H C V I S . I Q H NO.
PURPOSE AND R E M A R K S / S P E C I A L INSTRUCTIONS
sidewall tangents including forward
and aft domes in 30 degree increments
using 7 x 7 inch B f i l m at lv;o levels
Two thru-body exposures at 0 and 90
degrees are required, concurrent w i th
the tangents.
Continuous storage of seven TX-354
solid propellant motors and seven
pyrogen units in an approved igloo or
magazine-type structure is required
Motors to be in shipping containers
or in built-up condition on handl ing
dollies wi th solid propellants re-
ceiving area is necessary to unload
(motors from shipping containers onro
handling dollies. Storage tempera ture
must be mainta ined between +30° to
100 °Ff for the TX-354. Dimensions of
the motor on the hand l ing dolly ar.-|27ft, 7 in.l lotjti'; 5 ft, 9 in. high:
and 8 ft wide for both motors. Con-
;tainerized motor dimensions are 22 ft
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S. REPLACES PACE (9) ». P A O E K O .
 b(JU0.5 ^ M f|
DATED *' DATC 10 June 1972
C. PROGRAM NO. O r, n O '• R E V I S I O N NO.
DATES. AMOUNTS, CR CHECK










































































PUnrOCE AND REMARKS/SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS
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. ncpi-Accs PACE (a) 3. i-Aii: i«j. --.r-n f ' 'I "1 1
Vi \j 1 1 \J ff O jf . \ fc
DATED ' •°
ATt
 10 June 1972 5;
1. PHOC.RAM NO. O - A Q 7- " - V I ' J I O N NO.
DATES. AMOUNTS. C-H CHCCK












PURPOSE AND nCMARKS/SPCCIAU IN»TKUCTIOH»
Pumphouse No. 1 will maintain water •
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I . P A > C N 3 . - f - ^ OGOCO .7 J.\& •
4. DATE :
10 June 1072 1
7. R C V I O I O N NO. ";
i
PURPOSE AND R C M A R K S / U P E C I A L . IH«TRUCTIOH»
1
Pan Am Range Support will arrange
survey as required. .
One instrument operator with two
theodolites and a Zeiss level is
required (on-call basis) at Cx 17-.
Operator and i r.strt'v.^.its will be
required if
instruments
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4. OATC !
 rt T Hj-70QATED JL o uune x^/ r «^
J. PROGRAM MO. 7. K C V I S I O M NO.
2509
u.
DATES. AMOUNTS. C'R CHECK

































PURPOSE AHO REMARK*/ SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS
Man stations as requested at Corr.ple::
17 and hangar areas to safeguard
classified materials and vehicles.
Maintenance *of badge exchange
system required.
Temporary use of Minuteman Mark VI
Bldg requires support for Delta IMF.
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PURPOSE AND RCMARKe/f 'CCIAI. INSTRUCTIONS
Checks required to ensure tha servic:.
tower, v,'ater systtn, 60 and 400-
cycle power systerr.3 are operational.
Pad engineer will ensure that s arr.p.l -.- :
of RJ-1, liquid oxygen, and high
pressure gases are Vaken thru the
missile system at times of fueling,
liquid oxygen fill, -ind F-l day.
One copy of sampling results to be
mailed to WASA-ULO (LL-MLV-3) .
Critical spare parts should be on
hand prior to countdown.
Monitor required at Cx 17B green-
house air conditioner 24 hr/day.
A temperature of 70°F + 5°F and a
humidity of 60% maximum Must be
maintained for experiment survival .
Monitoring will be perfoxned at leas:
once every hour. It is requested
that a log be established ind main-
tained indicating inspection time,
nature of system, corrective action
if required, etc. Retain Log at
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TY*>C I T E M / S E R V I C E
(FIRE PROTECTION)
Firex System
, '••. ' . - . • . . . • . ' . . •





_ . . — . _ ; . , _ _ ^ I . I I I 1 1 I I l . . . J _ . _ . . . I J . _ .
«. T - » T ! '
DATTO j ( ) .Hilic !:'•'.:
i . r noonAM NO. ^j.^.^ i . i f v i a i J N KO.
r.'.Tes. A M O U N T S , en C H I T T ; ;























^ U f i r O C t >.ND H C M A H K I , / SPCCIAU IK > r XCCT IOI« »
Reouircd at Co:ri:;lax 17. Prc-
oporation scrvicir.rj of the- l-tur.ch
stand FireJ^ Sy:;l:ea. is requ i red .
Water flow at 125 povxr.cis or-ifisure
must be available to pernit activa-
tion of fire protection system..
-
FORM R 503
JULY 70
